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The Zerek range of specialized rods is designed to 
re-define the concept of conventional luring rods for 
both fresh and light saltwater use and will continue 
to evolve to exceed your demands and expectations.

The first thing that you will notice when you pick up 
a Zerek rod is its lightness. These rods are so light 
that you can use your wrist to easily manipulate your 
lures throughout the day. Excessive weight reduction 
also compliments sensitivity which is paramount in 
this game.

Balancing is achieved mainly by adding 
counterweight at the butt-end of the rod. Although 
this is an additional weight, a balanced rod feels 
lighter than an unbalanced one. A balanced rod 
empowers you with greater control during casts and 
over-all maneuverability. At the end of a hard day’s 
fishing, you will feel much less fatigue.

Ergonomics of Zerek Rods is achieved by carefully 
studying the optimum handle and reel seat design to 
suit as we all know the hand is the interface between 
the angler and his rod. It takes awhile for someone 
to appreciate it but once you become aware of its 
significance, you will not settle for anything less.

ABOUT ZEREK
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The 2015 Zerek Naginata Rod design combines several features that are essential 
for the Finesse Concept. Built with carbon wrapped blanks, these fast action rods 
are mid-jointed for easy portability without compromising on the rod’s length and 
strength. A shorter butt - an adaptation of the classic pistol grip, allows for easy 
casting in tight quarters when a fast reload, low trajectory and accuracy are required. 
Quality Fuji components further enhance the overall performance of these lightweight 
and sensitive rods.

Features
• Custom fuji ® reel seat
• Fuji ® SiC guides
• Tuned lightweight handle
• Multi-modulus carbon construction
• Custom end cap 

CUSTOM FUJI ®
REEL SEAT

TUNED 
LIGHTWEIGHT 
HANDLE

MULTI-MODULUS
CARBON 
CONSTRUCTION

FUJI ® SIC 
GUIDES
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MODEL TYPE LENGTH LINE LURE    SECTION

781-NC602ML CASTING 6’0” 3-6 lbs 2-8G 2 pc

781-NC602M CASTING 6’0” 5-10 lbs 3-15G 2 pc

781-NC642M CASTING 6’4” 8-14 lbs 5-21G 2 pc

781-NC622MH CASTING 6’2” 10-20 lbs 7-28G 2 pc

781-NS602ML SPINNING 6’0” 3-6 lbs 2-8G 2 pc

781-NS602M SPINNING 6’0” 5-10 lbs 3-15G 2 pc

781-NS642M SPINNING 6’4” 8-14 lbs 5-21G 2 pc

781-NS622MH SPINNING 6’2” 10-20 lbs 7-28G 2 pc

CUSTOM END CAP
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Naginata the absolute pinnacle of the Zerek line is the masterpiece both admired and 
fished by enthusiast. Featuring Fuji Titanium SiC guides, lush carbon-fiber accents, 
custom tuned handle available in both flawless and hi-density EVA.
Un-sanded Hi-Impact resistance multi-modulus carbon blank and detailed finishing  
that can only come from Zerek.

Features
• Fuji ® Titanium guides (NC681MF & NC681MHF)
• Custom Fuji ® reel seat
• Tuned lightweight handle
• Multi-modulus carbon construction

CUSTOM FUJI ®
REEL SEAT

TUNED 
LIGHTWEIGHT 
HANDLE

MULTI-MODULUS
CARBON 
CONSTRUCTION

FUJI ® SIC 
GUIDES
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MODEL LENGTH LINE LURE SECTION    HANDLE

781-NC681MF 6’8” 10-17 lbs 1/4-5/8 oz 1 pc EVA 
781-NC681MHF 6’8” 10-20 lbs 3/8-1 oz 1 pc EVA

781-NC682MF 6’8” 10-17 lbs 1/4-5/8 oz 2 pc EVA 
781-NC682MHF 6’8” 10-20 lbs 3/8-1 oz 2 pc EVA

781-NC702MF 7’0” 10-17 lbs 1/4-5/8 oz 2 pc EVA 
781-NC702MHF 7’0” 10-20 lbs 3/8-1 oz 2 pc EVA

781-NC762HF 7’6” 14-25 lbs 3/8-1 1/2 oz 2 pc EVA 
781-NS702MF 7’0” 10-17 lbs 1/4-5/8 oz 2 pc EVA

* 
*

* 
*

* 
*

* Features Fuji ® SIC K-Guides

CUSTOM END CAP
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MODEL  SECTION LENGTH TYPE ACTION LURE LINE WT

781-ZS602LF 2 6’0”  SPINNING Light 1/8-1/2 oz 6-12LB
781-ZS662MF 2 6’2”  SPINNING Medium 1/4-5/8 oz 10-17LB
781-ZS702MHF 2 7’0” SPINNING Medium-Heavy 3/8-1 oz 10-20LB
781-ZC532MF 2 5’3” CASTING Medium 1/4-5/8 oz 10-17LB
781-ZC562MHF 2 5’6” CASTING Medium-Heavy 3/8-1 oz 10-20LB
781-ZC602MLF 2 6’0” CASTING Medium-Light 3/8-3/4 oz 8-14LB
781-ZC632MF 2 6’3”  CASTING Medium 1/4-5/8 oz 10-17LB

The new Zerek Thannatus, a perfect Lure fishing rod. With the new Xtreme 
Control Quattro X Loop allow you to have a high strength and durable 
blank, yet sensitive tip so that you will be filled with confidence from it. 
The custom painted colour, Maziora Andromeda, Fuji ® reel seat with 
the carbon fibre butt cap adds to the custom feel and unique character.  

Features
• Xtreme Control Quattro X Loop
• Fuji ® SIC K-Guides
• Specially painted Fuji ® reel seat
• Carbon fibre add-on
• Available in spinning and casting models
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SPECIALLY PAINTED 
FUJI ® REEL SEAT

FUJI ® SIC
K-GUIDES

CARBON FIBRE 
BUTT CAP
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MODEL SECTION LENGTH TYPE ACTION LURE LINE WT

781-ZSS802MLS 2 8’0” SPINNING Medium-Light 8-24 g  10-20LB

781-ZSS902MS 2 9’0” SPINNING Medium 10-40 g 12-30LB  

FUJI ® K-GUIDES FUJI ® REEL SEAT LIGHTWEIGHT 
SPLIT HANDLE

ShoreLine Shiner is the first production from Zerek for 
Shore Casting. Available in longer lengths it is design to 
cast the lures or jigs from shore to attain a great distance 
while maintaining light weight. The 2 piece ShoreLine 
Shiner spinning rods loads perfectly into the power zone 
maintaining control at all times.

Features
• Enhance casting distance
• Fuji ® SIC K-Guides
• Fuji ® reel seat
• Lightweight split handle
• Available in  two spinning vmodels
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Here, the generic equation of stiffness equals strength 
does not apply. Stiffness is directly proportional to 
the modulus of carbon but carbon itself does have 
inherent limitation. Our design process had proven 
that there are directions where we could not only 
strengthen our Amazoniac rods, but also increase 
sensitivity and responsiveness without adding on 
extra weight.

ZEREK RODS
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MODEL SECTION LENGTH TYPE ACTION  LURE LINE WT

781-ZAC631M 1 6’3” CASTING Medium 1/2-1 1/4 oz 8-20LB
781-ZAC651L 1 6’5“ CASTING Light 3/16-3/4 oz 4-15LB
781-ZAC651ML 1 6’5” CASTING Medium Light 3/8-1 oz 6-17LB

FUJI ®  KLSG GUIDES FUJI ®  REEL 
SEAT

LIGHTWEIGHT 
SPLIT REAR-GRIP

Arachne is the new member of the Amazoniac family. The soft tip of 
Arachne was designed to effectively “Walk the Dog” without disrupting 
it’s zigzag motion like a rod with stiffer tip would. Arachne is also 
effective for working light lures and soft plastics where a softer tip is 
needed to launch the lures.

Features
• Fuji ® SIC guides
• Fuji ® exposed reel seat
• EVA with Cork split handle
• Available in baitcast model
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As you may know from the name itself, the 
Amazoniac Orinoco is designed to challenge 
the rigors of fishing the vast Amazonia. Its 
relatively shorter length allows casting on 
boats and other confined spaces.

The lightweight Amazoniac Orinoco is 
strengthened to handle fishing Big Bait 
Style.

Features
• Fuji ® LNSG guides
• Fuji ® Reel Seat
• Ergonomic EVA Split handle 
• Available in 2 casting models

MODEL     LENGTH     LINE     LURE SECTION

781-AC561-H 5’6” 15-25 lbs 1/2-2 oz 1 pc
781-AC601-MH 6’0” 12-20 lbs      1/2-1 1/2 oz 1 pc

781-AC561-H 781-AC601-MH
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Just like the Orinoco, the Amazoniac Xingu is named 
after a major tribe in the Amazonia. Available in longer 
length, it is designed to cast into deep lagoons from 
the sandbars or from the shore.

The awesome Amazoniac Xingu is custom with all 3 
of the latest Fuji ® Concept Guide for unparalleled 
casting performance.

Features
• Fuji ® KWSG, KLSG and KTSG  guides
• Fuji ® Reel Seat
• Ergonomic EVA Split handle
• Available in1 spinning model

MODEL  LENGTH LINE LURE SECTION

781-ALS732M 7’3” 15-30 lbs        1/2-2 1/2 oz Butt joint
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781-AS702M
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Utilizing Rare Carbon materials and finished with 
a Helical Construction, this series of Tamer and 
Temptress rods are design for Light Game targeting 
in-shore reef and pelagic species. Modern design and 
outstanding performance custom concepts for the 
Light in-shore Game enthusiasts 

T-Series

ZEREK RODS
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Saltwater Light Jigging Game

Simply stated, the design focus of the Tamer 
Series is in the jig presentation and hook-set. 
Unlike other jigging rods, which utilize carbon or 
glass fibers that result in the rods being too stiff 
to work a jig properly or too soft to deliver a solid 
hook-set.

The Tamer Light Jerker uses a secret blend of 
High and Mid-Modulus Graphite fibers carefully 
wrapped in controlled number of layers at different 
proportions of the blank itself. Doing this has 
produced a rod that can present a jig effectively 
and at the same time have enough power to stop 
any good fish.

Features
• Fuji ® KLSG and KTSG guides
• Fuji ® Reel Seat
• Lightweight split handle

70 

60 

50

40

30

20

10

0

MODEL LENGTH LINE JIG WT SECTION

781-TLS5101-UUL 5’10” PE 0.8 1 oz 1 pc
781-TLS601-UL 6’0” PE 0.8-1 4 oz 1 pc
781-TLS5111-UL 5’11” PE 0.5-2 4 oz 1 pc
781-TLS5101-L 5’10” PE 1-2.5 4 oz 1 pc
781-TLS601-L 6’0” PE 1-3 6 oz 1 pc
781-TLC661-MH 6’6” PE 1-3 7 oz 1 pc
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Simply stated, the design focus of the Tamer Series is 
in the jig presentation and hook-set. Unlike the other 
competition which uses either carbon or glass fibers in 
their rods, making it either too stiff to work a jig properly, 
or too soft to deliver a solid hook-set.

The Tamer Light Jerker Finnesse uses a secret blend 
of High and Mid-modulus Graphite Fibers carefully 
wrapped in controlled numbers of layers at different 
proportions of the blank itself. Doing this has produced 
a rod that can present a jig effectively and at the same 
time have enough power to stop any good fish.

Features
• Fuji ® KLSG and KTSG guides
• Fuji ® Reel Seat
• Lightweight split handle

MODEL LENGTH LINE JIG WT SECTION

781-TLS661-UUL 6’6” PE 0.8 30 g 1 pc
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Saltwater Light Popping Game

What makes the Temptress Series so 
awesome is its lightness and power. Instead 
of constructing the blank using conventional 
materials, we eliminated unnecessary bulk by 
utilizing high quality Japanese carbon cloth for 
its construction. Complete with the latest Fuji ® 
Concept Guides, resulting in longer casts in any 
situation.

The responsive tip compliment by a progressive 
taper made the Temptress Adrenaline a very 
formidable casting and fish fighting instrument.

Features
• Fuji ® KWSG guides
• Fuji ® Reel Seat
• Ergonomic EVA handle
• Butt joint
• Available in 2 spinning models 
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MODEL  LENGTH LINE LURE SECTION

781-TLP762-M 7’6”  PE 2-3 60g max. Butt joint
781-TLP762-H 7’6”  PE 3-4 80g max. Butt joint
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The ever changing environment gives rise to new 
opportunities. The opportunistic angler constantly  
challenges the new environment through the use of 
improved lures and techniques. The reward often 
arrives in a split second. A fierce battle between 
man and beast ensues, stretching the angler’s wits, 
strength and determination. The conquest of your 
dream fish is your motivation. Your dream is our 
motivation.

ZEREK LURES
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The incorporation of a micro paddle tail while retaining 
all other characteristics from the already successful Live 
Flash Minnow gives this new comer extra seduction over is 
predecessor.

Low frequency vibrations of the micro paddle tail proves to 
be deadly for slower ambush predators.

01 02

05 06 07 08

03 04

ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-LFMW70 SOFT BAIT 70 3
781-LFMW90 SOFT BAIT 90 5
781-LFMW110 SOFT BAIT 110 9
781-LFMW130 SOFT BAIT 130 15

LIVE FLASH 
MINNOW 
WRIGGLY

0m
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ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-LFM70 SOFT BAIT 70 3
781-LFM90 SOFT BAIT 90 5
781-LFM110 SOFT BAIT 110 9
781-LFM130 SOFT BAIT 130 15

LIVE FLASH 
MINNOW

0m

02 03 0401

05 06 07

Featuring the use of Eco-friendly tear resistant TPE material 
the soft but yet durable lure wobbles while sinking triggering 
strikes.

Hook point is designed to be flush with the lure eliminating 
snagging. They are versatile and can be rigged with jigheads.
 
Available in 4 sizes.
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Made of a Zinc alloy, the Zerek Twinkle is designed to 
target freshwater species like the Sebarau and Masheer. 
The oscillating movement of the spoon imitates fleeing 
prey, while reflective finish mimics the flash of baitfish in the 
water. The spoon has excellent castability and is worked 
easily with a moderate retrieve. Choose the right colours 
for Saltwater applications and it can be suitable for shore 
casting as well.

05 06 07 08

01 02 03 04

ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-TSPN7 SINKING 40 7
781-TSPN12 SINKING 50 12
781-TSPN21 SINKING 57 21
781-TSPN28 SINKING 65 28

TWINKLE

0m
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The agile Ruby Crank possesses an extremely high buoyancy 
rate. Its tight wiggling action imitates that of small baitfish 
feeding on algae growth on understructures.

The larger bib of the deep diving model (LRCL) is most appropriate 
for heavily snagged bottom. When colliding with structures, 
its large bib and buoyancy bounces itself off the obstructions 
quickly, emulating a struggling baitfish and deeming it virtually 
snag resistant.

ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g) DEPTH(m)

781-LRCS60C FLOATING 60 10 0.6-1.2
781-LRCL60C FLOATING 60 11 2.5-4.0

(LRCL)

(LRCS)

P

05

OC

BLS

06

PC

07

GS

08

GT

09

BS FT

02 03 04

0m

1m

2m

3m

4m

5m

6m

RUBY CRANK (LRCS)
0.6 - 1.2m

RUBY CRANK (LRCL)
2.5 - 4m
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Mini Chug is the epitome of top water popper.  Its large 
concave mouth cup displaces water to create exaggerating 
splashes with each effortless twitch of the rod tip.  In slow 
and consistent retrieval, its life-like 3D eyes, dressed-up 
rear treble, and natural tight sideway wriggle resembles a 
surface cruising juveniles chasing flies.  The low noise and 
large ripples created will successfully entice any lethargic 
predators to investigate.

ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-LMC65TW TOP WATER 65 12

0m

(LMC)

P

BLS

PC

CT

GT

PG

BS

RH

FT

MINI CHUG
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ITEM TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-LSD85TW TOP WATER 85 11
781-LSD115TW TOP WATER 115 20

0m

SKITTISH DOG

GOL

AA

CHT

BL

LC

YO

T

SG

AYU

VO

RH GCFTBSSO

The expression”walking the dog,” refers to the unique zigzag 
action associated with cigar-shaped topwater lures.

When twitched properly, the lure slides from side to side cre-
ating surface disturbances during the retrieve. The Skittish 
Dog gives the angler versatility of imparting action to the lure 
within the strike zone for a longer duration. Predators simply 
love the surface commotion.

SKITTISH DOG SKITTISH DOG 
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Another top water lure in the form of a pencil bait, this lure has 
an appealing zigzag motion which can be achieved simply by 
employing a steady retrieve and adding light twitches using the 
tip of the rod. The amount of water pushed as the lure is ripped 
through the surface is sure to invoke the interest of predators 
in the vicinity.

ITEM TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-LZED100TW TOP WATER 100 15.5
781-LZED75TW TOP WATER 75 7.1

0m

(LZED)

P PC GT BS FT

RHPGCTBLS

ZE-DOG
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ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g) DEPTH(m)

781-LSR120SP SUSPEND 120 21 1.0-3.0

GOL

AA

CHT

BL

LC

YO

T

SG

AYU

VO

The Surger has a tight wiggling action that perfectly mim-
ics the motion of a foraging minnow. Thanks to its magnet-
ic weight transfer system the Zerek Surger can also be cast 
good distances. The perfectly balance bib design enables it 
to be trolled as well to reach depths of 3m depending on the 
trolling speed. For a more natural presentation the Surger is 
suspend.3m

0m

1m

2m

SURGER
1-3 m

SURGER SURGER 
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On slow retrieve, Sabre Dance exhibits an attractive 
sideward wobbling action, mimicking an injured baitfish 
to its true form. It is also ultra stable during fast retrieval, 
making this minnow suitable for varying retrieval speeds 
when covering areas with sparse underwater structure. 
Working this relatively quiet minnow with jerks and pauses 
will also entice reaction strikes from the most finicky and 
wary predators.

Sabre Dance is an extremely versatile lure perfectly suited 
for working unfamiliar fishing conditions.

ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g) DEPTH(m)

781-LSDM85F FLOATING 85 7.5 1.0-1.3
781-LSDM115F FLOATING 115 15 1.0-1.3

0m

1m

2m

(LSDM115) (LSDM85)

RHCSTCTGOT

GS PC DGT BS FT

SABRE DANCE
1 - 1.3m
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Wonder Minnow (LWMS) resembles the profile of most baitfish.  
With a dressed-up rear treble for the most balanced swimming 
action, it displays a wide S action on steady retrieval.  Abrupt 
jerking of the rod tip enables Wonder Minnow to exhibit the 
sharp darting action of a fleeing baitfish, provoking an onslaught 
by any predator.  The larger deep diving model (LWMM) dives 
to a depth of 4-5m, seeking out bottom dwelling species.

This broad-spectrum hard-bodied lure boasts an internal 
weight transfer system that ensures optimum casting distance, 
covering larger area to maximize strike count.

ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g) DEPTH(m)

781-LWMS85F FLOATING 85 11 1.0-1.3
781-LWMM100F FLOATING 100 17 4.0-5.0

0m

1m

2m

3m

4m

5m

6m

(LWMS)

(LWMM)

BLS CT GOT RH

GS PC DGT BS FT

WONDER MINNOW (LWMS)
1 - 1.3m

WONDER MINNOW (LWMM)
4 - 5m
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ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g) DEPTH(m)

781-LGK120TW FLOATING 120 24 - 

(LGK)

The Zerek Gecko is the latest walk-the-dog pencil in the Zerek 
family. With custom designed contours to present a large 
surface area when viewed from below, the presence of this lure 
is evidently felt the moment it hits water. The wide sweeping 
action of this lure covers an extended area as it glides on the 
water surface. The internal compartment of the lure is fitted 
with multiple stainless steel bearings to create an incessant 
rattling noise that infuriates predators from far away and trigger 
them to burst to the surface for an attack. 

The high buoyancy of this awesome surface lure permits the 
use of heavy duty trebles to give you added confidence while 
wrestling predators away from their underwater dungeons.

0m

1m

2m

3m

4m

5m

6m

GECKO

The structured body cavity has 
a unique steel ball system which 
creates different rattles which 
appeals to more predatory fish.

CSTPEB

GOT RHP PG

FT
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The Zerek Giant Ruby is a deep diving crank bait that is ideal 
for fishing at depths of up to 5 meters. It has a tight wobbling 
action and floats on the pause making it easy to navigate 
through areas with underwater structure. The bib design allows 
the lure to get down to its optimal depth quickly and maintains a 
forward angled position to reduce snagging. Constructed with 
ABS, The Giant Ruby has a slimmer body profile and a magnetic 
weight transfer system that ensures excellent castability.

ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g) DEPTH(m)

781-LGRB75C FLOATING 75 28 4.0-5.0

0m

1m

2m

3m

4m

5m

6m

GIANT RUBY
4-5m

(LGRB)

T
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FT
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Finesse fishing is rapidly gaining popularity and is 
embraced by anglers all over the globe as the solution 
to increasing productivity in areas where fishing 
pressure is high. The art of enticing reluctant fish to 
strike by downsizing tackle, line and lures redefines 
the game, giving anglers an edge when fishing in 
these locations. The Finesse Craft Series boasts 
a combination of classic lure types designed for a 
specific application that are adaptable over a broad 
spectrum of fishing environments and fishing styles. 

ZEREK LURES
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ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g) DEPTH(m)

781-BDC38F FLOATING 38 4 2

0m

1m

2m

3m

PWORGRDGO (UV)MO

PB

The latest addition to the Finesse Craft Series, the Zerek 
Bulldog is a 38mm floating crankbait that weighs in at only 
4 grams. Ideal for targeting fish in shallow areas, this lure 
has a tight wobbling action as it dives during retrieval. Its 
forward profile also makes it less prone to snags as the bib 
knocks into structure, rising on the pause to trigger bites. 
Available in 10 colors to suit varying water conditions.

FCS Bulldog

PMSH (UV) PR (UV) UVG (UV)AYU (UV)

BULLDOG
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As the Origin Series Ze-Dog continues to fascinate top 
water ethusiasts, a smaller version of this legend is 
materialized in the form of the Trail Weaver in the newly 
developed Finesse Craft Series. This silent puppy is set to 
stir up a storm on the freshwater stage with its weaving 
runs. At 65mm, it will not intimidate cautious predators, 
and its wide angled zig zag movements remain visible 
even from the depths. As with the Ze-Dog, this little puppy 
promises respectable casting distances and ease of control.

ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-FWTW65TW    TOP WATER 65 6.0

FCS Trail Weaver

0m

T AA

SGVO

LC

AYU

CHT

TRAIL WEAVER
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ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-FWP50TW    TOP WATER 50 4.5
781-FWP70TW    TOP WATER 70 9.5

The Popparazzi’s unique triangular mouth cup is specially 
designed to ensure maximum water displacement without 
compromising the lure’s stability. With an aerodynamic 
body shape that is bottom weighted for better casting, 
the Poparazzi maximizes your coverage of the fishing 
ground and the consistent trail of ripples will definitely 
turn on the most sluggish fishes on a slow day of fishing.

FCS Popparazzi

0m

T AA

SGVO

LC

AYU

CHT

POPPARAZZI
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ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g) DEPTH(m)

781-FWTS40FSH FLOATING 40 2.5 1.2
781-FWTS50FSH FLOATING 50 4 1.6
781FWTS69F FLOATING 69 10.5 3-5
781FWTS89F FLOATING 89 17.5 3-5

781-FWTS50S SUSPEND 50 4 1.6
781FWTS69S SUSPEND 69 11.5 3-5
781FWTS89S SUSPEND 89 20 3-5

In areas where there is high fishing pressure and the 
predatory fishes are immune to exaggerated wobblers, this 
little floating shad has a big role to play. Available in four 
sizes, 40mm, 50mm, 69mm and 89mm, the Tango Shad is 
capable of diving to 2m depths and exhibits a tight wiggling 
action. With excellent buoyancy, this lure is very responsive 
in the water and on the other hand, relatively snag resistant. 
Incorporating pauses while the lure is worked at the bottom 
column of the water allows the bait to rise quickly, emulating 
the actions of a struggling baitfish thereby attracting the 
attention of any nearby predators.

FCS Tango Shad

TANGO SHAD
(FWTS40FSH) 1.2m

TANGO SHAD
(FWTS50FSH/50S) 1.6m

TANGO SHAD
(FWTS69F/89F/69S/89S)  3-5m

2m

4m

2m

3m

5m

1m1m

0m

T

SHPMPR UVG GO GW

MHW

RDGB

AA GSD SGVOLC

AYU BLPB

CHT

FAB

GUV BS GS GRS

LM BW CR BJ

SAU BUV BM JB
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VENUS TRAP

ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-FWV50V    VIBRATION 50 6.5

0m

T AA

SGVO

LC

AYU

CHT

A smaller cousin to the Rocker Vibe, this silent lure is specially 
designed for finicky and wary fishes residing in freshwater 
impoundments. The soft vibrations sent out by its subtle wriggling 
can only be detected by the acute senses of the fish lateral line, and 
naturally triggers reactive strikes of ambush predators, even in the 
most obscured water conditions. With the weight precisely located 
at the extreme front end of the lure, the specially designed system 
enables the lure to stand upright head-down in water to minimize 
snagging, while the heavy weight to length ratio ensures a long and 
accurate cast every time. This naturally translates to more coverage 
and better bite rates. In sluggish conditions, work the Venus Trap on 
the bottom with a slow retrieve and this small lure presents itself as 
a vulnerable and easy meal for slow moving predators.

FCS Venus Trap
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FCS Auto Frog

ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-FWA48FG TOP WATER 48 8

The Zerek Auto Frog mimics fleeing bait on the surface by 
producing a Skimming action with pulsating splashes in-
between.

Like the Gandalf, Auto frog is well balanced to ensure it 
always land on its belly every cast. Upward facing double 
hooks minimizes fouling weeds when fishing in heavy cover.

0m

AUTO FROG
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FCS Gandalf

ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-FWG45FG TOP WATER 45 9

The Zerek Gandalf mimics the natural shape and texture of 
frogs with vibrant colours.

Unique mouth design creates a surface skimming action 
with wobbles in-between. Gandalf is well balance to ensure 
it always land on its belly every cast. Upward facing double 
hooks minimizes fouling weeds when fishing in heavy cover.

0m

GANDALF
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FCS Mighty Frog

ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-FWGA50F TOP WATER 50 10

Designed to mimic fleeing bait on the water surface, the 
Zerek Mighty Frog is constructed with ABS and well balanced 
to ensure it always lands on its belly with each cast. The 
lure’s skimming action and pulsating splashes, combined 
with its internal rattle will trigger the predatory instincts of 
the various snakehead species. Upward facing hooks also 
enable the user to fish under heavy cover without getting 
snagged. It is best worked with a straight retrieve.
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MIGHTY 
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Versatility and Functionality are two important aspects 
of lure fishing. To be able to use a single lure for 
multiple applications, over different terrains eliminates 
the need for a large tackle box. This allows anglers 
to focus on fishing, instead thinking about what lure 
to use next. This opens up endless possibilities, 
encouraging anglers to explore different techniques 
and vary their presentation styles as they go in search 
of their targeted species.

ZEREK LURES
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The Zerek Flat Shad features the use of Eco-friendly tear 
resistant TPE material incorporating a Patent Pending 
pressure sensitive body cavity design which is collapsible 
upon fish strikes exposing the hook point for easier hook-
sets.

This versatile soft bait can accommodate other jig heads 
and can also be trolled deep with lead lines. 

ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-SWR 3.5 SOFT BAIT 84 10
781-SWR 4.5 SOFT BAIT 108 17
781-SWR5 SOFT BAIT 125 23
781-SWR7 SOFT BAIT 175 61
781-SWR9 SOFT BAIT 225 110

PCS Flat Shad0m
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ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g) DEPTH(m)

781BXP100F FLOATING 100 14.5 0.6
781BXP120F FLOATING 120 22 0.8
781BXP170F FLOATING 170 52.5 1.2

PCS Barra-X PRO

BARRA-X PRO
(BXP100F) 0.6m

BARRA-X PRO
(BXP120F) 0.8m

BARRA-X PRO
(BXP170F) 1.2m

0 m

1 m

2 m

Zerek Innovation’s new Barra X Pro series of lures incorporate 
a magnetic weight transfer system that increases distance 
and accuracy when casting, while retaining the original 
design of their extremely popular predecessor, the Barra X. 
Made from ABS with wire through construction, the Barra X 
Pro has a perfect blend of roll and wobble gives these lures 
a seductive swim action that is irresistible to predatory fish. 
Available in floating models in 100mm, 120mm and the 
new 170mm sizes, the lures work a targeted zone in the 
0.6-1.2 meter depth making them ideal for shallow water 
applications. A new range of colours also enhance the 
visual aspect of the lures presentation to suit varying water 
and light conditions and fishing situations.

PRN PBY SB SM CR
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JB
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ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g) DEPTH(m)

781-SWBX75F FLOATING 75 8 0.8 -1.2
781-SWBX100F FLOATING 100 14 0.8 -1.2
781-SWBX120F FLOATING 120 22 0.8 -1.2

781-SWBX75S SINKING 75 9 0.8 -1.2
781-SWBX100S SINKING 100 18 0.8 -1.2
781-SWBX120S SINKING 120 26 0.8 -1.2

0m

1m

2m

0m

SD MMR KM GS

LM MF WS SO

PCS Barra-XPCS Barra-X
Gentle rolling action of the Barra-X just beneath the surface 
often prove too provocative for predators patrolling the 
shore line. The Barra-X is available in both floating and 
sinking versions, in a wide range of colours to cater to 
different depths and weather conditions.

BARRA-X
(SWBX75/100/120F)
0.8-1.2m

BARRA-X
(SWBX75/100/120S)
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A must have for shore anglers; this aerodynamic lure casts like a 
dream, even in adverse wind conditions. Naturally suspending, 
this sub surface lure works between 60cm and 90 cm depths 
and rises slowly during pauses. Its slim profile closely matches 
the shape of bait fishes along the shore line. When worked with 
long jerks, its tight wiggling transforms into a series of erratic 
movements to imitate disoriented baitfish in the surf.

ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g) DEPTH(m)

781-SWLT130SF SLOW FLOATING 130 16.5 0.8
781-SWLT170SF SLOW FLOATING 170 27.5 0.8

PCS Long Trail
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AUSTRALIA EDITION #AUSTRALIA

EDITION

Although this giant wobbler is designed with trolling in mind, 
the Ripple Diver incorporates a weight transfer system that 
enhances its casting distance. The attractive side to side 
wobbling is guaranteed to emanate brilliant flashes even in 
murky water conditions to entice predators residing in the 
depths. Available in 3 different sizes (90mm/110mm/130mm) 
and 3 different depths (1m/3m/5m), this family of wobblers 
would make fantastic search baits with the wide grounds 
covered thereby increasing the probability of a fish striking. 
The wide bib is precisely designed to keep a straight track 
when trolled, even in fast moving currents and its positive 
buoyancy minimizes snags with underwater obstacles.

ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g) DEPTH(m)

781-SWRD90F1 FLOATING 90 14.5 1
781-SWRD90F3 FLOATING 90 14.5 3
781-SWRD90F5 FLOATING 90 14.8 5
781-SWRD110F1 FLOATING 110 21.5 1
781-SWRD110F3 FLOATING 110 21.5 3
781-SWRD110F5 FLOATING 110 22.5 5
781-SWRD130F1 FLOATING 130 26.5 1
781-SWRD130F3 FLOATING 130 26.5 3
781-SWRD130F5 FLOATING 130 27.8 5

PCS Ripper Diver

0m

1m
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4m
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RIPPER DIVER
(SWRD90/110/130F1)

RIPPER DIVER
(SWRD90/110/130F3)

RIPPER DIVER
(SWRD90/110/130F5)

#13 #15
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The Tide Trail displays a wide array of actions when worked 
in different ways. The micro lip of this versatile lure equips 
it with strong darting action. Short, sharp twitches with 
intermittent pauses emulate the erratic behaviour of a 
confused baitfish that is bound to invoke the interest of fast 
moving predators. 

Slow jigging presents a natural fluttering action which 
mimics the action of an injured baitfish, while a slow steady 
retrieve presents a wide s-motion swimming action that 
most fishes find irresistible. In the hands of the imaginative 
angler, this versatile minnow provides endless opportunities 
in different fishing conditions.

ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-SWTT90S    SINKING 90 11.5

TIDE TRAIL
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ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781FT65 VIBRATION 65 10        
781FT95 VIBRATION 95 23
781FT110 VIBRATION 110 30 

A soft plastic vibe with a twist, the Zerek Fish Trap boasts 
a unique design that seamlessly integrates the functionality 
of a conventional vibe with the versatility of soft plastics. 
This allows for a wide range of applications over various 
types of terrain. Constructed with tear resistant TPE 
material, the Fish Trap is reinforced with wire internally to 
withstand bite force and prolonged use. The addition of a 
grub tail is another distinctive element in the Fish Trap’s 
design that complements the vibration made by the lure as 
it is retrieved. The subtle movement of the grub tail, when 
the lure is at rest combined with the holographic eyes gives 
it a realistic appearance which predatory fish will find hard 
to resist.

PCS Fish Trap
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ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-LSMP2.0    SOFT BAIT 50 3.5
781-LSMP3.5    SOFT BAIT 89 7
781-LSMP5.0    SOFT BAIT 127 15.5

Constructed using a special rubber material, the soft 
legs of the live shrimp flutter on the drop and mimics the 
movements of a river shrimp to its true live form. A slow, 
straight retrieve is all it takes but an occasional twitch will 
further enhance its liveliness. The soft segmented body 
curls and straightens naturally when twitched. Complete 
with fluorescent “glow in the dark” eyes, this winner is 
ready to entice strikes in both day and night conditions. 
The versatile lure also allows you to work different terrains 
through different hook positions. Simply expose the hook to 
increase the chance of hook ups in open water or conceal 
the hook point for weedless applications.

PCS LIVE SHRIMP

LIVE SHRIMP
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ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-LSMPE3.0    SOFT BAIT 70 7.4
781-LSMPE4.0    SOFT BAIT 100 12
781-LSMPE6.0    SOFT BAIT 145 22.5

The Live Cherabin is a new model based on the already 
successful Live Shrimp which was designed for straight retrieve 
very close to the bottom. Live Cherabin is also constructed 
using a special rubber material featuring soft vibrating legs and 
feelers. The flexible abdomen of the Live Cherabin perform like 
a live-liked shrimp. Twitching the Live Cherabin will mimic a 
fleeing shrimp, pauses will let it sink head first to the bottom 
again triggering strikes.

PCS LIVE CHERABIN

LIVE CHERABIN
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ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-LSMPSP3.0    SOFT BAIT 72 5.9
781-LSMPSP4.0    SOFT BAIT 96 11.7

The Snappin Cherabin is a new model based on the already 
successful Live Shrimp which was designed for straight 
retrieve very close to the bottom. Snappin Cherabin is also 
constructed using a special rubber material featuring soft 
vibrating legs and feelers. The flexible abdomen of the 
Snappin Cherabin perform like a live-like shrimp.  Twitching 
the Snappin Cherabin mimics a fleeing shrimp, pauses 
in-between will let it sink head first to the bottom again 
triggering strikes. 

SNAPPIN CHERABIN
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ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-LSMPHL3.0    SOFT BAIT 70 10
781-LSMPHL4.0    SOFT BAIT 96 21

The Latest Live Shrimp Hot Legs make a perfect lure 
even better!

Made with softer material and a slender body, the Live 
Shrimp Hot Legs are ideal for all situations.

Re-designed feelers and legs comes with improved 
suppleness to enhance vibrations.

PCS LIVE SHRIMP HOT LEGS

LIVE SHRIMP HOT LEGS
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An explosive take followed by a powerful run is a thrill 
many anglers seek when targeting large predatory 
fish. The harsh bluewater conditions and high-
octane levels of adrenalin charged action demand 
only the best lures fitted with the best hardware. All 
Bluewater Craft Limited Lures are designed for the 
purpose of outlasting repeated strikes from toothy 
and hard fighting predators without compromising 
on functionality. A potent concoction that epitomizes 
supreme saltwater seduction.

ZEREK LURES
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The Zerek Zappelin imitates a baitfish on the surface. It 
features a hydrodynamic body made from ABS and wire 
through hook hangers. Weighing in at 57 grams, the floating 
stickbait has great castability. Most effective with the sweep 
and stop retrieve; the bubble trail produced provokes the 
curiosity of the targeted species while the realistic wobbling 
action triggers their predatory instincts.

BWCL Zappelin

07 BP0201 PFU
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ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-BWZP160F TOP WATER 160 57
781-BWZP220F TOP WATER 220 125
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ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-BWCLTM140 TOP WATER 140 57
781-BWCLTM180 TOP WATER 180 90

BWCL Thermite

0m

THERMITE

Through Wire Design

Made from ABS and utilising “through wire” hook hanger 
construction the Thermite is built for harsh saltwater casting 
into topwater feeding frenzies.

Thermite features a proven cup face that displaces water 
effectively on the surface and leaves nice bubble trails 
every time it dives.
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Made from ABS and utilising “through wire” hook hanger 
construction the PelagicZ is built for harsh saltwater trolling 
conditions targeting trophy bluewater speedsters.

The PelagicZ features life-like detailing of common bait 
fishes and weight balanced for stability throughout various 
trolling speeds.  PelagicZ is available in 2 sizes with different 
range of diving depths.

ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g) DEPTH(m)

781-PZ140 TROLLING 140 50 6-8
781-PZ180 TROLLING 180 75 8-10

BWCL PelagicZ5m
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PELAGICZ
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PELAGICZ
PZ180 8-10m
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Made from ABS and utilizing “Through Wire” hook hanger 
construction the Cavalla is built for harsh saltwater casting 
targeting King Mackerel and Tuna.

The Cavalla features highly reflective baitfish colours 
weighted for fast sinking and balanced to suit fast retrieval.

ITEM  TYPE SIZE(mm) WEIGHT(g)

781-BWCV115FS SINKING 115 45

BWCL Cavalla0m
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BWCL Speed Donkey
The Speed Donkey is Zerek Innovation’s latest addition to 
its trolling range. It is made from ABS with “through wire” 
construction to withstand repeated strikes from the toughest 
predatory fish. The 140mm, 39g lure is well balanced for 
stability and tracks true. It has a narrow bib design that 
creates a tight wobbling action and enables the lure to dive 
to depths of between 2-4 meters. The streamlined body 
design combined with high quality finishing allows for a 
natural and realistic presentation that predatory fish will 
find hard to resist.
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SPEED DONKEY 
BWSD140

ITEM             TYPE       LENGTH(mm)   WEIGHT(g) DEPTH(m)

781BWSD140    TROLLING    140 39 2
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01 02 03 04

BWCL Chilli Padi TG

0m

CHILLI PADI
ITEM  TYPE WEIGHT(g)

781-BWCLCPTG10 JIG 10
781-BWCLCPTG18 JIG 18
781-BWCLCPTG28 JIG 28
781-BWCLCPTG36 JIG 36

08L (Lumo)05 06 07

Tungsten is hard also remarkable is its high density of 19.3 
times that of water, comparable to gold, and much higher 
(about 1.7 times) than that of lead. Hence it is the ideal 
material for manufacturing Jigs where faster sink rate and 
smaller physical size is paramount. 

Zerek Chili Padi TG sinks much faster compared to lead 
jigs enabling more precise presentation. Its unique shape 
produces an erratic fall triggering strikes.
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0m

STEP SLIDER

07 (Lumo)0605

04030201

BWCL Step Slider

ITEM  TYPE WEIGHT(g)

781-BWCLSS20 JIG 20
781-BWCLSS25 JIG 25
781-BWCLSS30 JIG 30
781-BWCLSS40 JIG 40
781-BWCLSS50 JIG 50

Only high density lead is used in all Zerek jigs. The 
centrally weighted Zerek Step Slider is balanced 
based on the center of gravity of its form factor 
enabling the jig to fall in a fluttering action as it sinks. 
This action is proven to be suitable for targeting 
species with slower reaction strikes.
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05 06 07 08L (Lumo)

ITEM  TYPE WEIGHT(g)

781-BWCLSPDS20 JIG 20
781-BWCLSPDS25 JIG 25
781-BWCLSPDS30 JIG 30
781-BWCLSPDS40 JIG 40
781-BWCLSPDS50 JIG 50

0m

SPEED SLIDER

01 02 03 04

BWCL Speed Slider
The center of gravity of the Zerek Speed Slider is tuned 
towards the bottom enabling the jig to fall faster as it sinks. 
Fast darting action can be easily imparted to the jig during 
down stroke motion. Its design is proven to be suitable for 
targeting species throughout the entire water column.
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The environment poses a constant challenge to the 
adventurous angler who is always on the move motivated 
in hunting his dream fish. With the same motivation, Zerek 
has developed a range of quality accessories to compliment 
every angler’s quest for the big one.

ZEREK ACCESSORIES
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Convenient water resistant carrying case for items such as 
reels and tackle to take with you on your fishing trips. Thick 
Hydrophobic material offers excellent durability and water 
resistance. Flip-top design for easy access to your belongings. 
Adjustable shoulder strap and ergonomic carrying handle.

Thick Hydrophobic material offers excellent durability and water 
resistance is complimented by an adjustable shoulder and waist 
strap for a snug fit. Pliers holster on the outside and 3 smaller 
auxiliary compartments with mesh netting for other small and 
frequently accessed items are thoughtfully incorporated to the 
already successful design.

Pliers holster Adjustable shoulder and 
waist strap

781-MSBAG01

781-MSBAG02

ZEREK MARSH SLIDER 
TACKLE CASE

ZEREK STAGE REVIVAL BAG
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TEAM ZEREK Long Sleeve Jersey

ZEREK  
Marsh Slider Expedition Jersey

781SHIRTBXS
781SHIRTBS
781SHIRTBM
781SHIRTBL

781TMZXS
781TMZS
781TMZM
781TMZL
781TMZXL
781TM2XL
781TM3XL
781TMZ4XL

The Zerek Jersey is made with DRI-FIT Material that absorbs sweat into a separate fabric layer 
and allows it to evaporate, leaving you cool and comfortable while you are fishing. The stylish 
design incorporates several elements of the distinctive Zerek Logo that will turn heads where 
ever you go.
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ZEREK GREY PIXEL
Long Sleeve

ZEREK GREY PIXEL
Short Sleeve

781PXGLXS
781PXGLS
781PXGLM
781PXGLL
781PXGLXL
781PXGL2XL
781PXGL3XL
781PXGL4XL

781PXGSXS
781PXGSS
781PXGSM
781PXGSL
781PXGSXL
781PXGS2XL
781PXGS3XL
781PXGS4XL
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Cotton with Its natural texture and aesthetics make it the fabric of choice for many anglers. But cotton has 
shortcomings - garments tend to crease and shrink and colors fade. Zerek uses SUPPLEX® fabrics, a family 
that combines the traditional appeal of cotton and the performance benefits of modern fiber technology.

SUPPLEX® fabrics are:
• Fully Breathable
• Able to Hold their Shape
• Quick dry

ZEREK  
MARSH SLIDER EXPEDITION SHIRT

781-BD01/M/BLU
781-BD01/L/BLU
781-BD01/XL/BLU
781-BD01/XXL/BLU
781-BD01/XXXL/BLU
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781-TshirtBWCLB/M
781-TshirtBWCLB/L
781-TshirtBWCLB/XL
781-TshirtBWCLB/XXL
781-TshirtBWCLB/XXXL

781-TshirtBWCLW/M
781-TshirtBWCLW/L
781-TshirtBWCLW/XL
781-TshirtBWCLW/XXL
781-TshirtBWCLW/XXXL

ZEREK  
Bluewater Craft Limited  
Dry-fit T-Shirts
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Designed to keep you cool and comfortable during fishing. The material actively moves sweat 
away from the body to a separate fabric layer where it can evaporate leaving you feeling dry at 
all times.
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ZEREK Naginata  
Cotton T-SHIRT

ZEREK Thannatus  
Cotton T-SHIRT
This simple round-neck t-shirt 
is made from the best cotton, 
which gives you the smooth 
feel when wear on. A regular 
relaxed fit, it has a classic 
ribbed neckline, short sleeves 
and subtle top-stitched.

781-TshirtTHBK/M
781-TshirtTHBK/L
781-TshirtTHBK/XL
781-TshirtTHBK/XXL
781-TshirtTHBK/XXXL

781-TshirtTHB/M
781-TshirtTHB/L
781-TshirtTHB/XL
781-TshirtTHB/XXL
781-TshirtTHB/XXXL

781-TshirtTHR/M
781-TshirtTHR/L
781-TshirtTHR/XL
781-TshirtTHR/XXL
781-TshirtTHR/XXXL

781-TshirtNBK/M
781-TshirtNBK/L
781-TshirtNBK/XL
781-TshirtNBK/XXL
781-TshirtNBK/XXXL

781-TshirtNR/M
781-TshirtNR/L
781-TshirtNR/XL
781-TshirtNR/XXL
781-TshirtNR/XXXL

781-TshirtNB/M
781-TshirtNB/L
781-TshirtNB/XL
781-TshirtNB/XXL
781-TshirtNB/XXXL
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ZEREK 
Multi-Purpose UV 
Headwear
The Multi-purpose UV Headwear is design to keep your face or head cool from the sun during fishing. 
There are different ways of using it to keep you away from the harmful UV rays.

Ways to wear:

781- MHW01/B 781- MHW01/W781MHW02B 781MHW02W
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781- ZMS1/B 781- ZMS1/Y

ZEREK Mesh Cap

ZEREK Baseball Cap

The Zerek Mesh Cap features a flex fit design for the perfect fit, utilizing breathable mesh material that 
draws moisture and is always washable.

Available in three funky designs, the Zerek Baseball Caps shield you from the sun’s glare while you are 
out fishing. The adjustable Velcro straps allow for a quick and easy fit.

781ZBC1B

781ZBC1W

781ZBC1R
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• 20% spandex / 80% polyester fabric
• Wear resistant leather palm
• Anti-slip silicone grip pad
• Breathable air hole construction

ZEREK Casting Glove

781GLOVE1M
781GLOVE1L
781GLOVE1XL

Convenient slip-on stretchable sleeves to keep out the 
damaging effects of the sun. Thin breathable fabric is used to 
keep the user cool whilst keeping harmful UV rays out.

80% NYLON
20% SPANDEX

ZEREK UV Sleeves

781-SLV01

781-SLV02
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Zerek Marsh slider hook pack are custom tuned to suit our eco-friendly softbaits.
They are made from the best Mustad and VMC hooks which are also suitable for other brands of softbaits.

ZEREK 
Marsh Slider Hook Pack

ITEM SIZE WEIGHT(g)

781-LSMPH3.5 3.5” 2, 4.5, 7
781-LSMPH5.0 5” 4, 8, 11

781-LSMPEH4.0 4.0” 3, 7,9

ITEM WEIGHT(g) PACK

781-HPMS12/0 35-45 2
781-HPMS8/0 20-28 2
781-HPMS5/0 14-22 2

ITEM WEIGHT(g) PACK

781-JHF-01-04 4 4
781-JHF-01-06 6 4
781-JHF-01-07 7.5 4

781-JHF-3/0-07 7.5 4
781-JHF-3/0-11 11.5 4
781-JHF-3/0-14 14 4

781-JHF-4/0-09 9 3
781-JHF-4/0-13 13 3
781-JHF-4/0-15 15 3

781-JHF-5/0-10 10 3
781-JHF-5/0-14 14 3
781-JHF-5/0-17 17 3

Marsh Slider Jig Head

Live Shrimp Hook Pack

ITEM SIZE(m) WEIGHT(g) PACK

781-JHM/5.2/1 1 5.2 5
781-JHM/7/1/0 1/0 7 5
781-JHM/10.5/1/0 1/0 10.5 5
781-JHM/7/2/0 2/0 7 5
781-JHM/10.5/2/0 2/0 10.5 5
781-JHM/7/3/0 3/0 7 5
781-JHM/10.5/3/0 3/0 10.5 5
781-JHM/7/4/0 4/0 7 5
781-JHM/10.5/4/0 4/0 10.5 5
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ZEREK Split Ring Tweezers is designed to handle smaller split rings and can be used just like a 
split ring pilers. An additional line picking pin featured in this tweezer enable line knot untangling 
with high effectiveness. It is made of high quality 17/4 stainless steel which provide maximum rust 
resistance.

ZEREK Split Ring Tweezers

781- MSBX01

781SRTS

781- MSBX02

ZEREK Marsh Slider Lure Box
Made from Polypropylene material, the lightweight Zerek Marsh Slider Box is double sided to maximize 
lure portability. Available in two sizes, these boxes feature an internal design that allows for easy tangle 
free storage of your favorite lures.
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Specially designed cam-lock jaws designed to grip securely without causing too much trauma to 
the fish. Constructed from corrosion free stainless steel and ergonomic non-slip handle with inbuilt 
weighing scale at 30 or 60lb max.

781-GP30
781-GP60

781-ZP45/LB

ZEREK 
Marsh Slider Lip Grip

Made from aluminium alloy that is heat-treated and 
cut from a CNC machine to precise tolerances.

Features
• Replaceable tungsten carbide cut-

ters with a hardness of 70+ HRC.
• Easily cut braided line.
• Anodized for the prefect balance of 

hardness and color.
• Spring loaded.
• Size: 4 inches.

ZEREK Pliers
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The ZEREK waterproof stickers are ideal embellishments for your rod tubes, tackle boxes, coolers 
and boats. Available in both Black and White Font styles with clear background, they integrate 
seamlessly on to the surface they are pasted on.

• Size 300mm X 100mm
• Extremely durable surface
• Simply Peel-N-Stick

ZEREK Waterproof Sticker

781TSB

781TSW
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